
Spelling Words and Sentences
List D-8: V-C Silent E

1.  phone   Mitchell doesn't like to talk on the phone. 

2.  drapes   Grandma's house is always dark because she keeps the drapes closed.   

3.  beside   The kitten slept in a basket beside the armchair. 

4.  alone   Instead of walking to the park alone, you should walk with a buddy. 

5.  awhile              It took awhile for Max's car to be fixed at the repair shop.

6.  calculate   I am trying to calculate the number of yards between the school and my house. 

7.  ignite   The boy scouts learned how to safely ignite a campfire. 

8.  alive   Lacy hoped she could keep the plant alive while her neighbor was on vacation. 

9.  lemonade   Olivia set up a lemonade stand over the summer.

10.  underline   Make sure you underline the title of the book you read when you write the report.

11.  supervise   Haley's mom must supervise her when she uses a pair of scissors. 

12.  surprise   When my cousin stopped by this morning, it was a nice surprise. 

13.  include   The sale at the department store does not include shoes. 

14.  scrape   I had to scrape the pan for a couple minutes to make sure it was clean. 

15.  froze   When the pond in Alec's back yard froze, he and his friends played ice hockey on it.

16.  behave   Do you think our dog will behave better if we take her to obedience school?

17.  impose   Sonya didn't mean to impose on the conversation, but she wanted to speak up.

18.  adore   Dustin's younger sisters adore him.

19.  became   The fuzzy caterpillar became a beautiful butterfly.

20.  blame   Taylor tried to blame her brother for ruining her puzzle. 

Review Words

21.  music  What kind of music do you like to listen to?

22.  uniform  If you are in the military, you are expected to wear a uniform. 

23.  juice  I like to drink apple juice with my breakfast. 

Challenge Words 

24.  evaporate   It doesn't take long for the morning fog to evaporate on a hot day. 

25.  peruse          Aunt Diane likes to peruse the bargains at the local thrift stores. 
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